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Using NIAAA’s CollegeAIM 2.0 to Review 
and Plan Alcohol Prevention, Education, 
Intervention, and Policies

Jason R. Kilmer, Ph.D.
University of Washington
Associate Professor

Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences

• Special thank you to:

▫ Traci Sawyers

▫ Beth Shrader

▫ Catherine Diduck

▫ Lori Uerz

▫ Tom Fontana

▫ All of you for making the time today

▫ What I said I’d do:
 In this webinar/workshop, participants will be introduced to (or revisit) the 

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s (NIAAA’s) College Alcohol 
Intervention Matrix (CollegeAIM), updated in late 2019. A brief overview of the 
individually-focused and environmentally-focused matrices will be provided, and 
participants will consider how to use CollegeAIM to take stock of what’s in place 
on campus, what’s missing, what could be replaced, and what could be added.

Overview of this presentation

Symptoms of anxiety disorder
January 2019 – March 2019:  8.3%

April 2019 – June 2019: 8.1%
May 14-19,  2020: 28.2%

Symptoms of depressive disorder
January 2019 – March 2019:  6.7%

April 2019 – June 2019: 6.5%
May 14-19, 2020:  24.4%
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Indicators of anxiety or depression based on reported frequency of symptoms 
in last 7 days (18-29 year olds only)

Symptoms of Anxiety Disorder Symptoms of Depressive Disorder

Source: National Center for Health Statistics w/Census Bureau, Household Pulse Survey

The bottom line?

It has been a really stressful
year.  

And stress is ok…  

It’s when stress moves into 
distress that it becomes more of 

an issue
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STRESS DISTRESS

Data from Fall 2018
n=19,664 at 40 institutions
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What you do to address 
alcohol use will pay 
dividends elsewhere

⚫Relationship between alcohol, sleepiness, and 
GPA exists in college (Singleton & Wolfson, 2009)

⚫Heavy drinking associated with lower GPA, and 
students at research universities who are heavy 
episodic drinkers are less likely to be engaged in 
interactions with faculty  (Porter & Prior, 2007)

⚫Frequency of binge drinking associated with 
lower grades in college setting (Pascarella, et al., 2007)

Relationship Between Alcohol Use and 
Academic Success

Past month alcohol use and relation to suicide 
among adults over 18 years of age

Percentage 
endorsing

item

https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/NSDUH-DR-FFR3-2015/NSDUH-DR-FFR3-2015.pdf
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Percentage endorsing item as a function of having            
(or not having) a substance use disorder

https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/NSDUH-DR-FFR3-2015/NSDUH-DR-FFR3-2015.pdf

Laurie Davidson, Suicide Prevention Resource Center

“Alcohol prevention is 
suicide prevention…”

Understand factors that go 
into evidence-based decision 

making
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Environment 
and 

organizational 
context

Best available 
research 
evidence

Resources, 
including 

practitioner 
expertise

Population 
characteristics, 
needs, values, 

and 
preferences

DECISION MAKING

Domains that influence evidence-based decision making
Satterfield, et al., (2009)

Constructing a strategic plan 
for alcohol prevention

Briefly, consider what got us 
here…
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College student drinking hit 
the radar of researchers in 

1945

Fry, C.C. (1945) A note 
on drinking in the 
college community. 
Quarterly Journal of 
Studies on Alcohol, 6, 
243-248.

• “These parties are often attended by faculty members, 
some of whom are selected to respond to the chant, 
‘Old Prof. _____ is in the alcohol ward _______, Drink, 
Drink, Drink.’  Cheers, or moans, and laughter follow 
this performance according to the speed with which 
the professor empties his glass. These parties break up 
after a few hours of song and good fellowship. 

They do not occur often, but
are part of the life of colleges                                                          
and are accepted by the                                                   
community as such.” (p. 244)

Fry (1945)
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• “Wine is often served at fraternity dinners in the 
hope that members will learn to appreciate 
proper wines with food.” (p. 244)

• “Although milk and soft drinks are extremely 
popular in American colleges – the consumption 
of them being greater than other beverages – a 
special snobbism is sometimes to be associated 
with the appreciation and knowledge of fine 
wines.” (p. 244)

Fry (1945)

• Warns that a “state of intoxication” could be 
the primary purpose of some events.

• Discusses the opportunity for returning 
veterans to attend college, and speculates on 
the role alcohol might play related to coping 
when under pressure in the college setting.

Fry (1945)

Jump ahead almost 40 years

Calls for effective prevention 
options are made, 

particularly as laws change 
and messages/tones are set
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Just Say No

• “Just Say No…”

• In 1982, while speaking with                                         
schoolchildren in Oakland,                                  
California, First Lady Nancy                                         
Reagan was asked what to do                                                
if someone were to be offered drugs.  

• She answered, “Well, you just say no.”  

• By the end of President Reagan’s term, over 
12,000 “Just Say No” clubs had started

Just Say No

• However, research at the time on prevention 
strategies acknowledged that while 
knowledge might increase following 
involvement in a program, attitudes were 
more difficult to change, and most studies 
showed no change in actual patterns of use 
(Hanson, 1982).  

College Alcohol Study  – differences from 
1979 to 1985

• Task force or committee focusing on alcohol 
education and prevention
▫ 1979:  37%

▫ 1985:  64%

• Dedicated alcohol education coordinator or 
specialist
▫ 1979:  14%

▫ 1985:  48%

Gadaleto & Anderson (1986)
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• Top 3 most frequently endorsed activities:

▫ Articles in campus publications (76%)

▫ Films shown on campus (63%)

▫ Speakers (63%)

• There was recognition of the need to address                                  
college student drinking, yet no clear guidelines on                                  
how to best do this.

Gadaleto & Anderson (1986)

College Alcohol Study  – differences from 
1979 to 1985

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov

www.CollegeDrinkingPrevention.gov

 Tier I: Evidence of effectiveness among college 
students (≥2 studies supporting efficacy)

 Tier 2: Evidence of success with general adult 
population that could be applied to college 
environments

 Tier 3: Evidence of logical and theoretical 
promise, but require more comprehensive 
evaluation

 Tier 4: Evidence of ineffectiveness

NIAAA College Drinking Task Force Tier System Emphasized 
Need to Use Evidence-Based Strategies, Measure Outcomes
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“What Colleges Need to Know Now: An 
Update on College Drinking Research” (2007)

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM

What does this all mean?

• College student alcohol use first hit the radar of researchers in 1945

• The first published effective prevention effort was 45 years later 

▫ Alan Marlatt’s Alcohol Skills Training Program disseminated in 1990

• The first collection of effective strategies was 12 years after that

• We’re still adding to what works, but it’s clear a mix of strategies is 
best

• Lessons learned with alcohol prevention can help us from reinventing 
the wheel – the timeline can often be accelerated

• Prevention is worth investing in!

▫ When budgets are limited, it’s important to select evidence-based 
strategies – science matters!
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Moving beyond the Tiers of 
effectiveness to compiling a 

comprehensive strategic plan

Overarching Goal of College AIM

Increase the likelihood that research will inform 
interventions to address drinking on campuses by 
providing a framework for schools to compare and 
select evidence-based intervention strategies.  

Two Development Teams

Individual Strategies

- Mary E. Larimer

- Jessica M. Cronce

- Jason R. Kilmer

University of Washington

Environmental Strategies

- Traci L. Toomey

- Toben F. Nelson

- Kathleen M. Lenk

University of Minnesota
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Two Development Teams

Individual Strategies

- Mary E. Larimer

- Jessica M. Cronce

- Jason R. Kilmer

University of Washington and 
University of Oregon

Environmental Strategies

- Traci L. Toomey

- Toben F. Nelson

- Kathleen M. Lenk

University of Minnesota

Two Development Teams

Individual Strategies

- Jessica M. Cronce

- Mary E. Larimer

- Jason R. Kilmer

University of Washington and 
University of Oregon

Environmental Strategies

- Traci L. Toomey

- Toben F. Nelson

- Kathleen M. Lenk

University of Minnesota

• Phase I: identifying interventions to be included in 
CollegeAIM, finalizing dimensions on which they would 
be evaluated, and developing coding system  

• Phase II: Identifying, reviewing, and rating the 
substantial research literature on college alcohol 
interventions 

• Ultimately, rated nearly 60 interventions on multiple 
dimensions

Development Process 
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Decision Parameters
• Relative Effectiveness – insufficient, not effective,  limited, 

moderate, higher
• Amount /Quality of Research – 0, +, ++, +++, ++++

• Relative Monetary Costs for Program and Staff for Adoption and 
Implementation/ Maintenance – lower, mid-range, higher 

• Relative Magnitude of Barriers – higher, moderate, lower
• Staffing Expertise – policy advocate, coordinator, health professional

• Strategy Level – federal, state, local, college
• Public Health Reach – broad vs. limited

• Targeted Population – underage, all students, individuals, small 
groups

• Research Population – college vs. general
• Short/Long-term Effects (individual-level only) – short-term effects 

(yes/no), long-term effects (yes/no), not assessed
• Primary Modality (individual-level only) – individual, group, online 

• Phase III: Iterative review process

Development Process 

• 10 additional college alcohol researchers reviewed  

ratings, applied their knowledge and professional 

judgment, and provided detailed feedback

• Through multiple rounds of review and revision, 

consensus process distilled decades of research 

and hundreds of studies into a user-friendly 

decision tool

Strategies

CAMPUS-ONLY (ENV)

Alcohol-free campuses

Prohibition of alcohol use/service/sales at  

- campus social events

- sporting events

Standards for alcohol service at social 

events

Requirement of Friday morning classes(1)

Campus-wide social norms campaign(1)

Substance-free residence halls(1)

Amnesty policies(1)

Requirement of alcohol-free programming(1)

Bystander interventions(1)

COMMUNITY-BASED ONLY (ENV) 

Increase alcohol tax

Retain state-run alcohol retail stores (where 

applicable)

Dram shop liability laws pertaining to 

- Sales to underage 

- Sales to intoxicated

Retain age-21 drinking age

Require unique design for state IDs for age 

<21

Responsible beverage service training laws

Increase cost of alcohol license

Limit number/density of alcohol 

establishments

Prohibit home delivery of alcohol

Keg registration laws

Social host laws: 

- Property 

- Provision of alcohol 

Noisy assembly laws

Shoulder tap campaigns 

CAMPUS OR COMMUNITY-BASED 

(ENV)  

Prohibition of beer kegs

Restriction of alcohol sponsorship and 

advertising

Retain ban on Sunday sales (where 

applicable) 

Retain restrictions on hours of alcohol 

sales

Restrictions on happy hours/price 

promotions

Beverage service training programs: 

- Sales to underage

- Sales to intoxicated

Minimum age requirements to serve/sell 

alcohol

Enforcement of age-21 drinking age, 

e.g.  compliance check campaigns

Party patrols

Safe-rides program(1)

EDUCATION/AWARENESS 

PROGRAMS (IND)

Information/knowledge/education alone 

Values clarification alone 

Normative re-education: In-person 

norms clarification alone 

Electronic/mailed Personalized 

Normative Feedback (PNF):

- Event Specific Prevention (21st 

birthday cards)

- General PNF programs

COGNITIVE-BEHAVIORAL SKILLS-BASED 

(IND)

Expectancy challenge interventions (ECI):

- In vivo / experiential expectancy challenge

- By proxy / didactic / discussion expectancy 

challenge alone 

Self-monitoring/self-assessment alone 

Goal/intention-setting alone 

BAC feedback alone

Multi-component alcohol skills training:

- Alcohol Skills Training Program (ASTP)

- Alcohol 101 Plus

- Parent-based alcohol communication 

training

- General life skills training/lifestyle 

balance/coping

MOTIVATIONAL/FEEDBACK-BASED (IND)

In-person Brief Motivational Intervention 

(BMI) (e.g., BASICS): 

- BMI - Individual 

- BMI - Group

Electronic/mailed Personalized Feedback 

Intervention (PFI): 

- e-CHECKUpToGo (formerly e-CHUG); 

-CheckYourDrinking.net (beta 1.0 version); 

-College Drinkers CheckUp (CDCU); 

- General PFI programs

Multi-component education-focused 

programs:

- AlcoholEdu for College

- General MCEFP

INTERVENTIONS DELIVERED BY HEALTH 

CARE PROFESSIONALS (IND)

Screening and Behavioral Treatment 

Medications for Alcohol Use Disorder
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NIAAA’s CollegeAIM

• How can schools and/or coalitions 
use CollegeAIM?
▫ Review individual and environmental strategies to 

compare approaches

▫ Find new evidence-based options to replace less
effective strategies or address gaps

▫ Anyone reviewing CollegeAIM can use the 
interactive strategy planning worksheet to select a 
combination of approaches based on needs and 
budget

Select

Plan
Take 

action

Assess

Assess behavior 
on campus and 

set priorities

Where does College AIM fit in the 
planning process?

Select

Plan
Take 

action

Assess

Assess behavior 
on campus and 

set priorities

Select 
strategies 

after exploring 
evidence-

based 
interventions

Where does College AIM fit in the 
planning process?
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Select

Plan
Take 

action

Assess

Assess behavior 
on campus and 

set priorities

Select 
strategies 

after exploring 
evidence-

based 
interventions

Plan how to 
carry out 

strategies and 
measure 
results

Where does College AIM fit in the 
planning process?

Select

Plan
Take 

action

Assess

Assess behavior 
on campus and 

set priorities

Select 
strategies 

after exploring 
evidence-

based 
interventions

Plan how to 
carry out 

strategies and 
measure 
results

Implement the 
chosen strategies, 

evaluate them, 
and refine the 

program

Where does College AIM fit in the 
planning process?

Start with a compilation of 
what is already offered
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www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM

Then, consult College AIM!
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Implementation strategies are key

“…the use of effective interventions on a scale 
sufficient to benefit society requires careful attention 
to implementation strategies as well. One without the 
other is like serum without a syringe; the cure is 
available, but the delivery system is not.” (p. 448)

Fixsen, D. L., Blase, K. A., Duda, M. A., Naoom, S. F., & Van Dyke, M. 
(2010). Implementation of evidence-based treatments for children and adolescents: 
Research findings and their implications for the future. In J. R. Weisz & A. E. Kazdin
(Eds.), Evidence-based psychotherapies for children and adolescents (p. 435–450). The 
Guilford Press

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM
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Select a strategy 
to see ratings, 

references, and 
potential 
resources 

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM

Click on 
strategies to 

print for 
reference or 
discussion 

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM

See detailed answers to 
frequently asked questions

www.collegedrinkingprevention.gov/CollegeAIM
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“Consider a mix of strategies. 

Your best chance for creating a safer 
campus could come from a 

combination of individual- and 
environmental-level interventions that 

work together to maximize positive 
effects (p. 5).”

CollegeAIM, page 6
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• Increased enforcement of minimum 
drinking age laws.
▫ Studies show that increased enforcement, 

particularly with compliance checks on retail 
outlets, cuts rates of sales to minors by at 
least 50 percent.

NIAAA (2002); NIAAA (2015); NIAAA (2020)

Environmental strategies/factors

• Restrictions on alcohol retail outlet density.
▫ Higher density of alcohol outlets is associated 

with higher rates of consumption, violence, 
other crime, and health problems.

▫ Higher level of drinking rates associated with 
larger number of businesses selling alcohol 
within one mile of campus

NIAAA (2002); NIAAA (2015); NIAAA (2020)

Environmental strategies/factors

https://prev.org/Safer-Toolkit/index.html
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• Do all you can to have the strategic planning 
worksheet done as a team

• Identify who could/should be on that team
▫ Can people agree on what’s offered?
▫ Are things being offered that people aren’t aware of?

• Doesn’t restrict innovation – be sure to evaluate any 
“homegrown” efforts

• What needs to be in place for the fall?
• If there are gaps, what can you add?
• If there are less effective strategies in place, what 

can be replaced?
• Very helpful with DFSCA Biennial Report

Wrapping up

• April 15, 2021, 1 p.m. Eastern

▫ Pieces of a Puzzle: A Deeper Dive Into Individually-
Focused Strategies in CollegeAIM

 The key to a strategic plan is a mix of individually- and 
environmentally-focused strategies. What mix of 
strategies is best? In this webinar/workshop, we will 
take a closer look at individually-focused strategies 
with higher effectiveness and consider what these 
mean for your campuses.

Wrapping up

• Special thank you to:

▫ Traci Sawyers

▫ Beth Shrader

▫ Catherine Diduck

▫ Lori Uerz

• Bonus shoutout to Tom Fontana

Jason Kilmer – jkilmer@uw.edu

@cshrb_uw
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